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Herlufsholm 958.16 (covered in a piece of a scribe’s copy of Thomas Aquinas: Quaestiones de quodlibet, Quaestio 6, Articulus 1), 15th Century? 

 

Herlufsholm 501.1 (unidentified fragment, 14th Century?)                            RARA Musik L 46 (Thomas Aquinas: Summa Theologiae, Qaest. 74, Art. 1;  

                                                                                                                                   possibly early print on paper with handmade initials, 15th Century)  



The Quest for Medieval Fragments 

By Jakob Povl Holck, Ph.D., Research Librarian, SDU 

In 2015, the University Library of Southern Denmark initiated the task of recovering medieval fragments in 

the old special collections, starting with the Herlufsholm Collection. The ambition was to find, identify and 

promote medieval fragments in the university library and, as soon as possible, make searchable entries for 

them in the digital library system. This work, being part of a larger registration and special collection 

communications project, centred on the Herlufsholm Collection, was funded by Augustinus Fonden.  

Today, several medieval fragments have been located in special collections like the Herlufsholm Collection 

(Herlufsholm-samlingen), The Diocese Library of Funen (Fyens Stiftsbibliotek) and the K. Hansen Collection 

(K. Hansen samlingen, Esbjerg), which in many ways make out the most prominent of the special collections 

of the University Library of Southern Denmark. Due to the circumstances of the Reformation in Scandinavia, 

16th and 17th Century books often contain medieval fragments that were used as binding material. In the 

1970s and 80s, the university library bookbinder Axel Pedersen did in fact remove several fragments from 

the bindings of a small number of books as part of his restoration work. These fragments include four 

pieces of a missal (c. 1200-1350), specifically on the celebration of Easter. This is in addition to some, 

possibly 14th Century, fragments of the Codex Justinianus (e.g. Digest 8.5.8.6, as well as fragments of Lex 

Falcidia de Legatis, e.g. Codex Justinianus 6.50.5)1. For some reason, these pieces were not registered in 

any catalogue but instead had been stored away. 

The earlier modus of registering acquired books at the university library did not include descriptions of 

“known” medieval fragments that had been used as binding material. Mostly, this was due to the strict 

copying of the catalogues, following the accessed special collections. These entries didn’t mention the 

fragments either. Subsequently, the fragments have long been invisible to medieval scholars and to the 

users of the library in general. This also means there is a great potential for discovering even more medieval 

fragments. The University Library of Southern Denmark has embarked on a quest to do that. Among other 

things, this undertaking will enable the university library to supply the Centre for Medieval Literature (CML) 

and the Centre for Medieval Studies at the SDU with new sources of medieval material to work with. The 

project has already drawn international attention due to the appearance of many rare and unique finds in 

the collection. The fragments provide vital clues as to the production and distribution of texts and literature 

during the middle ages. They may even add important pieces to the jigsaw of specific medievalist projects. 

At this point, the total number of medieval fragments in the library may lie in the hundreds, given the fact 

that a single 16th or 17th Century book can contain more than one medieval fragment, and even fragments 

from different sources. The Reformation in Scandinavia was a catalyst for the dismembering of many 

Catholic books. As it turns out, the fitting of the leftover parchment pieces inside the binding of other books 

has often preserved these fragments in a miraculous way. As a result, the original colours may truly stand 

out, as if the text had been written yesterday. 

In the future, x-ray technology at the SDU may speed up the process of reading the manuscript fragments 

inside the bindings. One could also hope for the deployment of multispectral imaging on the SDU library 

                                                           
1
 The university library is in the process of cataloging these fragments in cooperation with Ph.D. fellow Christian 

Etheridge and the Centre for Medieval Literature, SDU. 



materials. Especially upon dealing with partly erased or damaged writing, an investment in such a tool 

would provide the mediaeval scholar with a means of discovering entirely new texts or even works. Among 

medievalists, the new technologies of the Digital Humanities also include internet search engines and Big 

Data as useful tools for decoding ancient manuscripts. In the future, the combination of Optical Character 

Recognition and Artificial Intelligence may improve the identification of scribes and “scriptoria”, in regard 

of charting medieval, literate networks and European places of manuscript production.  

One can also mention, that the RARA Collection of the university library has displayed several binding 

fragments, hitherto unidentified and unregistered – being an integrated part of other works (dating from 

the late 16th and early 17th Centuries). So far, the found medieval fragments span a period from the 10th 

Century (Herlufsholm 71.7 – containing pieces of homilies of Origen and Bede) up to the 16th Century. Later 

fragments have also been recovered from the old collections, e.g. documents from the court of Louis XIV of 

France2. Still growing, the number of fragments now exceeds 50. The size of the discovered fragments 

varies from c. 1 x 1 cm to folio. Most of the medieval writings appear to be on parchment. Early printed 

material has also been found. The general condition of the fragments is good, only a few of them show 

signs of being severely biologically or chemically damaged. Physical damage and deterioration to some of 

the fragments, being the result of the destructive bookbinding process and years of mechanical wear, goes 

without saying. As mentioned before, the condition of ‘encapsulated’ fragments appears to be much better 

than the condition of fragments placed directly on hard covers. And so, the library quest continues. 

                                                           
2
 Removed from the binding of Histoire de Constantinople […]. Vol. 1-8. Paris. Foucault 1671-74 (Accession number 72-

14430, Call number D 643) by the bookbinder Axel Pedersen. 

1 of 4 different sized pieces of a missal (17 x 10,5 cm)                              Copy of Codex Justinianus 6.50.5 



 

Two fragments of a copy of Nicolaus de Lyra’s (c. 1270-1349) Postilla super totam Bibliam decorate 

Herlufsholm 499.6. The fragments on 1 Peter are placed on the inside of the book cover (front and back). 

 

Fragment of Gregorian chant (text and square notation), placed on the oaken boards of Herlufsholm 58.2: 

Haec paupertatis titulo pollens intitulata post christum sine sacculo currit exhonerata relicto foris saeculo 

mens intus est ditata. [Feast: Clarae (Clare of Assisi, 1194-1253)]  
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Textus bibliæ c. glossa ordinaria, Nicolai de Lyra postilla, moralitatibus ejusd., Pauli Burgensis additionibus, 

Matthiæ Thoringi replicis. Ed. Conr. Leontorius. Basil. 1506-8. 6 parts in 5 vol. Fol. Herlufsholm 39.4 (NB. 

this copy is also fitted with medieval fragments in at least some of the volumes, possibly in all of them).  

[Part VI: Glo. ordi. 1 Petri Ca. III-IIII Nico. de lyr.  221-222] 

 

Tortzen (1999). Tortzen, Chr. Gorm: Middelalderlige håndskriftfragmenter i Danmark. In: Levende ord & 

lysende billeder. Den middelalderlige bogkultur i Danmark. Essays. Edited by Erik Petersen. Det 

Kongelige Bibliotek. Moesgård Museum 1999, pp. 163-172. 

 

A selection of sources/fragment carriers and their catalogue signatures at the university library: 

 

Herlufsholm 58.2 

Brentius, J.: Esaias commentariis explicatus. Francof. 1550. Fol. 

 

Herlufsholm 71.7 

Picus Mirandula, J .: Opera omnia. [Ed. J. Herold.] Basil. [1557]. Fol. 

 

 

 



Herlufsholm 499.6 

Valla, L .: Elegantiarum Latinae linguae libri 6 ; ejusd. de reciprocatione „sui“ et „suus“ libellus. Lugd. 

1555. 

 

Herlufsholm 501.1 

Blondus, F.: De Roma triumphante libri 10; Romae instauratae libri 3; Italia illustrata; historiarum ab 

inclinato Rom. imperio decades 3. Basil. 1531. 2 parts in 1 vol. Fol. 

 

Herlufsholm 958.16 

Vergilius, Polyd.: De rerum inventoribus libri octo. Ejusdem in Orationem Dominicam commentariolum. 

Omnia ab auctore aucta, recogn. et elab. Basil. 1575. 

 

RARA Fragmenter Pakke 1 (in process) 

Fragmenter af latinsk missale vedrørende påsken 

 

RARA Fragmenter Pakke 2 (in process) 

Fragmenter med Digest/Pandectae, Liber Octavus m.m. 

 

RARA Fragmenter Pakke 4 (in process) 

Fragmenter af franske dokumenter fra Ludvig XIV’s hof 

 

RARA Fragmenter Pakke 6 (in process) 

Fragmenter på latin fra middelalderen om blandt andet arveret 

 

RARA Musik L 46 

Collection of 3 motets and chorales (parts) + non-music material (fragments), found inside the binding of 

DKOu R14, R121-R125, R128-R130, R133, R134. 

 

A selection of electronic resources: 

http://www.corpusthomisticum.org/ 

http://www.kb.dk/e-mat/dod/130020760231.pdf  

http://www.kb.dk/en/nb/materialer/haandskrifter/HA/e-mss/flh.html 

http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/justinian/codex6.shtml  

http://www.umilta.net/nicholalyra.html  

http://findresearcher.sdu.dk/portal/files/118138158/Den_gamle_verdens_magi_version_til_PURE.pdf 

http://monumenta.ch/latein/  

http://videnskab.dk/kultur-samfund/tag-med-pa-skattejagt-i-historisk-bogsamling  
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